LOCATION: OCHA Conference Room, Bor
DATE: 19 December 2016
CHAIR: Logistics Cluster Bor
PARTICIPANTS: OCHA, Oxfam GB, UNHCR.

ACTION POINTS:
• Organisations to share planned movement by road ex-Bor within Jonglei State and provide feedback on road access.

AGENDA:
1. Operational Update
2. Common Transport and Storage Services
3. Access Constraints
4. AOB

1. Operational Update
• The barge departed Bor on 8 December and arrived in Malakal on 18 December.

2. Common Transport and Storage Services
• The Logistics Cluster will continue to facilitate airlifts via two Mi8 helicopters, a specialized fixed wing aircraft and ad-hoc charters where necessary.
• Organisations to submit Service Request Forms (SRFs) to southsudan.clustercargo@wfp.org. After SRF registration, organisations will be advised when and where to pre-position cargo according to the Final Destination Point (FDP). The Logistics Cluster will facilitate reception, storage and dispatch to FDP.
• The Logistics Cluster Bor continues to operate warehouses both at WFP Compound (1 MSU 24x10 and 1 MSU 32x10) and Riverside Base (2 MSUs 24x10).

3. Access Constraints
• The following road conditions were reported:
  o Juba-Bor passable for all trucks – transit 2 days
  o Bor-Pibor passable for trucks 25 mt – transit 2 days
  o Bor-Panyagor passable for trucks 30 mt – transit 1 day
• The most recent Access Constraints map can be found on the Logistics Cluster website at the following link: www.logcluster.org/map/south-sudan-access-constraints-map-16-december-2016

4. AOB
• The next Logistics Cluster coordination meeting in Bor will be held Thursday 19 January at the OCHA Conference room (within UNHCR Bor Compound) at 14:00.
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Contacts:

Fiona Lithgow  Logistics Cluster Coordinator  fiona.lithgow@wfp.org
Patrick Mills Lamptey Information Management Officer  patrick.millslamptey@wfp.org
Giuseppe Linardi Logistics Officer  giuseppe.linardi@wfp.org
Gabriel Kuany Logistics Assistant  gabriel.kuany@wfp.org
Moses Confucious Storekeeper  moses.confucious@wfp.org